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We are called to be a light on a hill… not to hide
our light under a bushel. This year has already
taught us valuable lessons. One of them for me
personally is that it is not a time to be silent,
but rather to be ever more resolved to share the
good news of the Gospel, as never before, in the
spirit of grace and truth.

Love is patient and kind; love does not envy
or boast; it is not arrogant or rude. It does
not insist on its own way; it is not irritable or
resentful; it does not rejoice at wrongdoing, but
rejoices with the truth. Love bears all things,
believes all things, hopes all things, endures all
things. 1 Corinthians 13

Today we announced the Year 9 Middle School
leaders and acknowledged that we have all
been given different gifts and talents. If we seek
God in all we do, He will guide our steps every
day. We were reminded during the induction
ceremony about the five Heights College core
values. These are values we need to integrate
into our teaching, whether at home, teaching
our children or as a teacher at school, teaching
a class of Year 4 students. These five core values
underpin all that we aspire to be and should be
the foundation of all we do. At school, we make
reference to our core values as “HILSE” – which
is also a reference to our school being built on a
hill.

Service
We will care for those in need and in distress.
We will seek to serve and not be served.
We will do things willingly with a servant heart.

Honour
We will esteem those in authority over us.
We will respect those in relationship with us.
We will affirm others and not just ourselves.
Integrity
We will live lives that are honest and truthful.
We will say what we mean and do what we say.
We will be trustworthy and above reproach in
all things.
Love
For God so loved the world, that he gave his
only Son, that whoever believes in him should
not perish but have eternal life. John 3:16

Excellence
We will strive to do all things “to Glory of God”.
We will do all things with a spirit of excellence.
We will seek our personal best in all endeavours.
These are all values that can be applied and
taught to our children as life skills, important
and effective in our every day lives. Success
hinges on whether we who teach these values,
believe in these values ourselves. This is
paramount.
With all that is going on in the world, we need
to pray more, be more focused on how we pray
and what we pray for. Be deliberate in what we
lay before our Heavenly Father, at His throne of
Grace. Let us continue to pray for our school,
for all of our amazing staff and for each of our
students that makes Heights
College what we are not a
“lucky” school, but a BLESSED
school.
Karen Bredenhann
Principal
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PRIMARY
At the start of Term 2, Mrs Natalie Esterhuysen
was appointed as the Primary Coordinator by our
College Principal, Mrs Karen Bredenhann. As our
College has grown, this role has been created to
support my role as the Head of Primary in the
management, function and leadership of the
Primary department. Natalie has been working
at the College since 2010 in the capacity of
student welfare and, more recently, teaching
Psychology as a subject in high school. She is an
absolute blessing to the Primary team and much
loved staff member and I am excited about this
new partnership moving into the future. If I am
absent from the College for any reason, Natalie
will be the contact person for parents. Natalie is
predominantly working in the area of student and
teacher wellbeing and pastoral care in Prep to Year
6; however, she is also able to help with any parent
concerns or questions. Natalie will also be involved
in behaviour management and may contact you to
discuss issues that have occurred at school. Be sure
to congratulate Natalie when you see her around
the College.
We are excited to announce a new initiative in
Primary this term, the opening of our Primary RDR
– ‘Responsible Decision Room’. Many of you with
older students will know that we have previously
shared a space with high school but, after much
thought and prayer, we have ventured on the
journey to create a space designed specifically
with little people in mind. This is a multi-functional
space that has been created to support Primary
students in a number of areas to include:
• Reset space – children can be referred to this
space by their class teacher, pastoral care staff or
Health Bay if they need time and space to gather
their thoughts and emotional before returning to
class.
• Safe space – if children feel insecure, worried
or concerned for any reason, they can report to
RDR to receive support at any time of the day
including before school and during both lunch
breaks. Students may be referred to Mrs Natalie
Esterhuysen (Primary Coordinator/Student Welfare)
if required and parents will be notified for their
consent.
• Withdrawal space – if children are disrupting the
teaching and learning in their classroom by way of
inappropriate behaviour, their teacher may send
them to this space for a given period of time to
complete their work.

• Catch up space - if children have been absent
from school and missed assessments or exams,
they will be supervised to complete these (at
teacher discretion) in this space.
• Work space - if children are placed on an
internal suspension, as per the College behaviour
management plan, they work in this room for the
day. Work is provided by the class teacher and the
RDR Supervisor supports the child in completing
this work. Internal suspension are for the duration
of the day 8.20am-3.00pm. You will be notified by
phone or email by the Head of Primary or Primary
Coordinator if your child is placed on an internal
suspension.
The RDR is supervised by our exceptional
Educational Support and Pastoral Care Staff
to include: Mrs Natalie Esterhuysen (Monday),
Mrs Belinda Smith (Tuesday), Mrs Lucy Vanheck
(Wednesday), Mrs Julie Bull (Thursday) and Mrs
Kerry Goodwin (Friday). Mrs Emma Head also works
in the space at different times during the week,
along with Mrs Yvette van Zyl. I have included
photos of our RDR team so you can put names to
faces.

Mrs Esterhuysen

Mrs Smith

Mrs Bull

Mrs Goodwin

Mrs Head

Mrs Yvette van Zyl

Staff will not always contact you if your child has
been in RDR. Contact with parents will depend
upon reason for the use of RDR.
For example, simply catching up
on an exam missed due to a school
absence would not be reported.
Lucy Vanheck
Head of Primary

MIDDLE
Being organised is not something that comes naturally
to most of us. It takes practice and, like many of the
challenges we face, it is progressive and requires us to
adjust our priorities from day to day. Organisation is
revealed when students are able to keep track of their
assignments (due dates / final dates), schedule their
time effectively and set goals specific to their desired
level of achievement. Organisation also means having
all books and equipment necessary for schoolwork and
allowing time to spend revising work that has been
covered during the week. Organisation may become
much easier if a student ensures they understand the
teacher’s instructions before they begin to work alone,
have all their school supplies ready at a neat desk, and
plan when they’re going to do their homework (block
in some half hour or full hour sessions to complete
tasks or go over concepts).
What a great day of celebration we had this week as
the 2022 Middle School Leaders were announced.
I congratulate Mitchell Brown, Chloe Greany, Julia
Schultz, Elizabeth Shaw, Amelia Black, Yzelda van Zyl,
Elektra Oats, Blessie Crieta and Isabela Santana for their
commitment to this servant leadership position. Some
of the responsibilities and duties of the Middle School
leaders will include:
• Being responsible for the introduction and facilitation
of lively activities for the students during lunch breaks.
• Introducing programs or activities designed to
enhance a clean middle school environment.
• Assisting with the upkeep of the notice boards in the
middle school area.
• Assisting our Senior leaders when needed.
Our team is very excited about giving these students
extra opportunities to enhance their leadership skills
while serving others within the Middle School.
Social Media Alert: We are at War.
You may remember from previous posts some of the
problems I have highlighted in regards to adolescents
on instant chat sites. This problem is real and I believe
as guardians of our children we need to be proactive in

the rationing of internet usage whether it be a mobile
device or a computer.
Many conversations and images that are sent via
this media are rarely seen by parents and many are
unaware of the trouble it can cause their children,
whether the child is the receiver or sender of the
communication. Recent studies have shown that
cyber-bullying (the single biggest issues I deal with
on a regular basis) can cause profound psychosocial
outcomes including depression, anxiety, severe
isolation and, tragically, suicide.
It is now not rare for schools to be dealing with
the effects of sexting (forwarding sexually explicit
messages, photographs, or images) from students
who have received images during a chat session. Many
students and parents may not be aware that 13 years
is the minimum age for most social media sites yet
so many underage children are permitted to sign up
with untruthful information. More so, unscrupulous
advertising companies place their ads on social media
sites and operate by gathering information on the
person using a site and then target that person’s profile
to influence purchasing decisions. Such powerful
influences start as soon as children begin to go online
and post. I make no bones about this issue, we are at
war for our children’s character.
Children at this age are very naive and easily influenced
by unethical predators. Please keep the channels of
communication open with your children. A repetitive
chat to them about their online responsibility and the
consequences of misusing this media would go a long
way to reducing the hurt or harm felt by many. For
more information, please take the time to look into
these issues. There are many insightful and reputable
sites that outline the problems in much greater detail.
Please continue to pray for the teachers and students
in our Middle school.
Ronald Neumann
Middle School Coordinator

SENIOR
Week 6 is completed and suddenly Term 2
has almost gone! Exam block is just around
the corner. What a hectic time it has been.
In my devotions this week, and something
I shared with students to exhort them to
be prepared and diligent in their exam
preparation, is the proverb in scripture which
talks about the busyness of the ant:
A LESSON FROM THE ANT
You lazy fool, look at an ant.
Watch it closely; let it teach you a thing or
two.
Nobody has to tell it what to do.
All summer it stores up food;
at harvest it stockpiles provisions.
So how long are you going to laze around
doing nothing?
How long before you get out of bed?
A nap here, a nap there, a day off here, a day
off there, sit back, take it easy - do you know
what comes next?
Just this: You can look forward to a dirt-poor
life, poverty your permanent houseguest!
Proverbs 6:6-11
This busyness of days in the College
sometimes reminds me of a colony of ants
with so much happening but I remind myself
that poverty will never be our houseguest
because of the richness of the blessings
which follow our investment in busy events
including the following:
GRANDPARENTS ‘ DAY
Grandparents’ Day this term was a wonderful
time of honour this year. It always brings a
sense of joy to our school community, but
that joy then spills into the hearts of each
grandparent. This amazing day would not be
possible without the incredible efforts of Mrs
Tory Benson, the gifted music and hospitality
teams, Ben Head and Berin McCorry and
countless other staff who go the extra mile to

make this happen. This sacrificial giving is a
gift to our College that is priceless.
EXAM BLOCK
Exam Block is fast approaching for our
students in Years 10 - 12. Details were
emailed to all parents this week. Please
ensure the letter is read, as this has been
updated and changed slightly to address
some areas of concern during the Exam
block period. Each student is encouraged to
get themselves prepared for this, and start
their revision schedule. This preparation also
means bringing all equipment necessary to
exam block.
ATHLETICS CARNIVAL
Our annual Athletics Carnival is happening
across two days, on the 16th and 17th June.
More information about this event will be
sent home. The Year 12’s do a fabulous job
helping organise this event each year and we
are sure this year will be no different. These
are normal school days and attendance
is expected. Come along, make some
memories together and even if you are not
an athlete, spend time relaxing and cheering
the athletes on.
Parents are the primary educators of their
children. This principle is alive and well at
Heights if the recent correspondence with
parents is any indication. It goes without
saying that I appreciate the involvement that
parents have with their children’s education
at Heights College. All staff have the best
interests of their students at heart and
appreciate the support that parents give to
both staff and students.
Blessings,
Irene Pass
Senior School Coordinator

PRIMARY SPORTS
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT
Congratulations to Nate Benson, Emmet Spencer and Izak van Zyl for being
selected in the Rockhampton District School Boys Softball Team. The boys will
travel to Mackay to compete at the Capricornia Trials to be held on June 13th. We
wish you all the best boys!
UPPER PRIMARY ATHLETICS CARNIVALS... SO FAR!
Thankfully, the rain cleared and the sun was shining for two days of awesome competition. This is
just a quick points tally so far but still heaps more competition to come in Week 9 with the Cross
Country and Lower Primary Carnival. The overall winning house will be announced in the last week
of school.

Track & Field
Ball Games
Cross Country
Grand Totals

Prep – Year 6 Overall Points Tally
JUDAH
REUBEN
121
172
20
31
Week 9

ASHER
166
29

INTER SCHOOL SPORT
Season B of Inter school sport has just commenced. All students in Years 5 and 6 are participating
in fixtures each Friday afternoon throughout Terms 2 and 3. This year, Heights College is fielding 4
hockey teams, 4 netball and 2 Rugby League teams.
DATE CLAIMERS
Cross Country - Wednesday 15th June, Heights College Oval
Lower Primary Athletics Carnival - Tuesday 14th June, Heights College Oval
								

GO ASHER! GO JUDAH! GO REUBEN!

SECONDARY SPORTS
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations Nya Hayman. Nya receltly attended the Oceania weightlifting
championships. This was an online competition due to ongoing COVID restrictions. She
qualified for two divisions Under 17 Youth and the Under 21 Junior and placed silver in
both divisions, achieving 6 from 6 successful lifts. Her next adventure is to Leon, Mexico.
She will be flying out to attend comp in person, leaving Australia on the 8th June. We wish
Nya all the best on her next exciting adventure!

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Andrew Ramm who
has been selected as a Capricornia student
referee official at the Under 12 State
Basketball Championships in Mackay.
Andrew was also given the responsibility
of giving the student official pledge at the
opening championships. Heights College
is proud of your achievement Andrew.

SECONDARY SPORTS
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Amelie Smith on making
the Queensland swimming team to compete
at the School Sport Australia Swimming
Championships in Brisbane in August. She has
been selected for the 200Free, 400Free, 200IM
and 400IM.
Amelie competed at the 2022 Australian Age
Championships 13-18 April in Adelaide. She had
8 events and finished top 4 in all of them.
Gold and Australian Champ 200IM and 400IM.
Silver 200 Breaststroke, 400 Free, 800 Free.
4th for 200 Free, 50 and 100 Breaststroke.

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Jehezekiel Tekii who was recently
selected in the 12 Years Boys Capricornia rugby union
team to compete at the state championships. Well done
Jehezekiel.

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Tauri Chapman and Paige
Jones who recently competed for Capricornia
at the state Under 15 netball trials.
Capricornia came 7th out of 12 regions.

SECONDARY SPORTS
CONGRATULATIONS HEIGHTS SCHOOL SPORT REPRESENTATIVES
ROCKHAMPTON REPRESENTATIVES
Jehezekiel Tekii

Rugby Union

Samuel Prasad

Cross Country

Cody Smith

Cross Country

Micaiah Lane

Cross Country

Elisha Lane

Cross Country

Tiani Lawton

Cross Country

Caitlyn Cox

Cross Country

Josh Kuss

Football

Paige Brady

Basketball

MACKAY ATHLETICS CARNIVAL RESULTS
Weekend of 21-22 June 2022
Ben Wenman
Under18 silver 800, 400, and discus.
Leo Pedrosa
Under 18 gold medal javelin, silver medals throws pentathlon, hammer distance of 31.02m,
bronze shot put, discus. Weight throw Leo threw 14.01m.
Lochlan Horstman
Under18 boys silver medals in javelin, bronze medals in hammer, throws pentathlon.
Lily Woods
Under 12 girls gold medals in triple jump and high jump, silver medals in 100m, 80m hurdles,
long jump and bronze medal in 200m
Emmerson Broomhall
Under 15 girls silver medal in shot put, bronze medals in 200m, discus , high jump and javelin.
INTERSCHOOL SPORTS RESULTS
Boys Year 7/8 Football
TYPE

DATE

HOME TEAM

V

AWAY TEAM

YR 7/8

27/4/2022

Heights A

11

Lighthouse B

0

YR 7/8

4/5/2022

EMC A

5

Heights A

2

YR 7/8

11/5/2022

Heights A

-

TCC A

-

YR 7/8

18/5/2022

Heights A

9

SBC A

1

YR 7/8

25/5/2022

GHS A

-

Heights A

-

SECONDARY SPORTS
INTERSCHOOL SPORTS RESULTS
Boys Basketball
JUNIORS

A

26/4/2022

Emmaus 1

27

Heights 1

50

JUNIORS

B

26/4/2022

Heights 2

12

Kingsley 1

20

JUNIORS

C

26/4/2022

Emmaus 3

22

Heights 3

9

SENIORS

B

26/4/2022

Emmaus 2

33

Heights 1

30

SENIORS

C

26/4/2022

Heights 2

58

MMHS

21

JUNIORS

A

3/5/2022

Heights 1

47

TCC 2

37

JUNIORS

B

3/5/2022

GHS

37

Heights 2

27

JUNIORS

C

3/5/2022

Heights 3

26

Kingsley 2

22

SENIORS

B

3/5/2022

Heights 1

50

Kingsley

17

SENIORS

C

3/5/2022

Ghs 2

32

Heights 2

40

JUNIORS

A

10/5/2022

Heights 1

25

TCC 1

63

JUNIORS

B

10/5/2022

Emmaus 2

19

Heights 2

30

JUNIORS

C

10/5/2022

Heights 3

28

Rgs 2

16

SENIORS

B

10/5/2022

Heights 1

46

NRHS 2

26

SENIORS

C

10/5/2022

Emmaus 3

23

Heights 2

46

JUNIORS

A

17/5/2022

Heights 1

38

Emmaus 1

29

JUNIORS

B

17/5/2022

Heights 2

29

NRHS 1

71

JUNIORS

C

17/5/2022

SBC 3

50

Heights 3

12

SENIORS

B

17/5/2022

YHS

25

Heights 1

39

SENIORS

C

17/5/2022

Heights 2

71

RGS 3

20

JUNIORS

A

24/5/2022

TCC 2

29

Heights 1

37

JUNIORS

B

24/5/2022

Heights 2

26

SBC 1

56

JUNIORS

C

24/5/2022

NRHS 2

61

Heights 3

25

SENIORS

B

30/5/2022

Heights 1

-

Lighthouse

-

SENIORS

C

24/5/2022

Heights 2

59

SBC 3

26

SECONDARY SPORTS
INTERSCHOOL SPORTS RESULTS
Girls Netball
TEAM

DATE

DATE

DATE

21/4/22

28/4/22

5/5/22

Heights Open B2

10 - 15 Loss

8 - 14 Loss

12 - 21 Loss

Heights Open C1

21 - 9 Win

4 - 18 Loss

10 - 9 Win

Heights Open C2

0 - 16 Loss

1 - 35 Loss

6 - 7 Loss

Heights 10B

12 - 13 Loss

21 - 9 Win

3 - 22 Loss

Heights 9B

3 - 23 Loss

4 -17 Loss

16 - 14 Win

Heights 9C

2 - 16 Loss

0 - 9 Loss

1 - 22 Loss

Heights 8B

3 - 11 Loss

1 - 17 Loss

5 - 18 Loss

Heights 8C

1 - 4 Loss

7 - 9 Loss

11- 4 Win

TEAM

DATE

DATE

DATE

12/5/22

19/5/22

26/5/22

Heights Open B2

-

-

17 - 15 Win

Heights Open C1

-

9 - 9 Draw

14 - 18 Loss

Heights Open C2

-

2 - 31 Loss

-

Heights 10B

-

9 - 11 Loss

21 -10 Win

Heights 9B

-

2 - 26 Loss

2 - 20 Loss

Heights 9C

-

-

7 - 6 Win

Heights 8B

-

4 - 29 Loss

3 - 27 Loss

Heights 8C

-

-

-

SECONDARY BOYS BASKETBALL

SECONDARY BOYS BASKETBALL

ARTS AWARDS
CHANGE OF DATE
Please be advised that the date
for Arts Awards has been changed
and will now be held on
the evening of
Thursday 1 September,
Week 8 of Term 3
(Instead of Friday 26 August).

PRIMARY
Pastoral Care

I am intrigued by the games our students play at lunchtimes and it hit me once again, that the
playground often mimics what our students are exposed to at home, at friends’ homes or in the
community. What our students watch on YouTube, movies and computer games often play out
in how they play.
We have been made aware of game called ‘Huggy Wuggy’. ‘Huggy Wuggy’ sounds pretty
innocent and perhaps even a bit cute, but please don’t be fooled. ‘Huggy Wuggy’ is a character
based on a horror game called ‘Poppy Playtime’. In short, the game is a horror version of Toy
Story. The intention of this character is to catch the victim and, you guessed it, to kill the them
(no warm friendly hugs are dished out). Someone pointed out that this was absolutely terrifying
for her as an adult to research, let alone for a young person.
We are aware that a handful students might be exposed to this character, and the effect is often
far-reaching. Seemingly innocent games, movies or shows often create a bit of an interest in
some students, while creating a sense of fear in others. These games are then acted out and
talked about in the playground, creating excitement and horror.
We would love for you to have conversations around this topic with your children; however, we
certainly don’t want you to create a curiosity. They might not be aware of the actual character,
but might be exposed to this on the playground or in conversations. I love how families can talk
about what ‘we as a family’ do, watch or play.
As usual, please don’t hesitate to reach out for support. We are more than happy to support
your family. As teachers become aware of the impact of this game on their students, they will
address inappropriate games and will make students aware that this is not a game or show or
movie that we support. We will also make it clear that these games are not to be played while at
school.
Common Sense Media (https://www.commonsensemedia.org/) or Plugged In (https://www.
pluggedin.com/) are leading information sources in the areas of entertainment and technology
designed to assist families. They provide expert reviews and objective advice, helpful tools, and
more. Sign up for the Common Sense Media newsletter to stay up to dates on the latest movies,
books and electronic games, to name a few.
Thank you for parenting with us.

SECONDARY
Pastoral Care

Recent research shows that teenagers are on their phones for an average of 7 hours 22 minutes per day. Screen/
internet addiction is an increasing concern for teenagers today.
Did you know companies like Google, Twitter, Snapchat and Facebook all spend big money to find out how to
keep you on your phone more and more?
There are 4 specific psychological tricks that these companies use to keep us addicted to our phones and I’m
going to teach you what they are:
1. No stopping cue. What is a stopping cue? Well, it is an indication to stop what you are doing and move on
to something new. For example, if you are reading a book, a stopping cue would be getting to the end of a
chapter. If you are playing sport, a stopping cue is the end of the quarter or game. With Facebook, however,
there is no ‘Oh you’ve been on here for 3 hours now I think it might be a good time to stop’ cue. We can just
scroll up indefinitely.
2. Persuasive design. Have you or someone you know been binge-watching a Netflix series, just to know what
happens next? This ‘knowing what happens next’ is a like a reward to your brain and it is this phenomenon that
is being exploited by the apps to keep you scrolling. The system works on a trigger-action-reward principle
followed by an investment. In phone apps, receiving a notification acts as a trigger, the action is you clicking on
the app, seeing someone liked or commented on your photo is the reward. But it doesn’t stop with the reward.
The app has an inbuilt investment system. By allowing you to reply to the comment, the app ensures you will
come back later to see if your friend replied back! Impressive and addictive, isn’t it?
3. Pavlovian conditioning. This is an experiment you can run yourself. In a room full of people with the same
ringtone or alert tone, as soon as an alert goes off, everyone checks their phones. How did we reach here? You
may have heard of classical conditioning and Pavlov’s dog. For those of you who don’t, the Russian psychologist,
Pavlov discovered in 1890 that if a bell was rung every time he fed his dog, in some time, the dog began
salivating every time the bell rang — even with no food present! We have been conditioned to sneak a peek at
our phones every time we hear a notification alert or tone, even if what is appearing on the screen is not worth
our time.
4. Operant conditioning. Another psych trick that apps use to keep us craving more and keep us addicted to
phones is to make the reward unpredictable. Now that’s something even more powerful than a simple reward.
Operant conditioning goes beyond classical conditioning and creates a learned pattern of behaviour. While
this is a highly effective method of forming a habit, it can also lead to addiction. For example, have you noticed
that, when you get an alert, it appears as a bright-red bubble. To learn what the notification means – whether
it’s an invitation to a party, a comment on your latest pic or a like, you have to click on the notification and
open the app to finally obtain your “reward.” This is a learned process which ultimately keeps us on the app for
longer than we need to be. The technology is designed so well that most of us fail to notice how we are being
conditioned.

Even though using technology isn’t the same as using drugs or alcohol, the brain processes both addictions
the same way. Winning a level of a video game, getting “likes” on a picture and gambling online releases
dopamine, a feel-good chemical in the brain, just like drinking alcohol or using drugs does. Over time, we begin
to crave this dopamine release, which compels us to use technology and internet-enabled devices even more.
Unfortunately, this tricks the brain into thinking it doesn’t need to create and release dopamine naturally, which
disrupts the brain’s delicate chemical balance.
Without enough dopamine, we tend to feel down, have trouble concentrating and struggle to stay motivated.
Naturally, we seek another dopamine release. The brain, which now identifies technology as a reliable way
to release dopamine, signals us to spend even more time on the internet, increasing our risk of an internet
addiction disorder.
Excessive use of the internet, smartphones, tablets, laptops and video game consoles can also impact our minds
by:
•

•

•

•

diminishing the amount of grey and white matter in the brain. The brain needs a healthy amount of grey
and white matter to function well. White matter helps us think fast and focus well. Grey matter helps us
process information and make good decisions. Excessive screen time can decrease these fatty tissues,
making concentration, focus, problem-solving and decision-making difficult.
disrupting the brain’s ability to differentiate day from night. The glowing light emitted by laptops, tablets
and smartphones tends to interfere with the brain and body’s internal light cues and sleep-inducing
hormones. Constantly exposing ourselves to bright lights can make the brain think it’s still daytime when it’s
actually night. This, of course, can make falling asleep difficult and can trigger disrupted sleep patterns and
insomnia.
making the brain more susceptible to memory troubles. Neuroscientists have discovered that, thanks
to technology, we’re less likely to remember personal information such as a relative’s birthday or phone
number. Misusing technology, spending excessive amounts of time online and constantly staring at screens
can shrink the cerebrum and hippocampus, which help regulate our reading, thinking, learning, recognition
and long-term memory.
negatively impacting our impulse control. Research shows a link between impulsivity and excessive
technology consumption. Another study revealed that consistently playing video games can inhibit a
player’s ability to control impulsive and aggressive behaviour. Unfortunately, losing control of our impulses
can lead to other addictions, weight challenges, poor social skills and other disorders.

So the point is not to throw our phones out. The point is to use them in a way that benefits our life. Here are
some tips to reduce your phone usage:
1. Turn off all notifications that aren’t from
a human.
2. Change your screen to greyscale.
3. Restrict your home screen to everyday
tools.
4. Hide your phone (or at least put it away).
5. Prioritize face-to-face interactions.
6. Create times of the day that are phone
free zones, such as the first half an hour
of your day and during study time.

TRAFFIC FLOW ON CAMPUS
Please find below a map of the College Campus and the general direction of traffic flow that
should occur when coming onto and leaving the Campus during peak times, which are between
7.45am - 8.30am and 2.45pm - 3.30pm in the morning and afternoons each week day.
Our traffic managment plan has been approved by Queensland Transport, Rockhampton Council
and the Police.
When exiting, please turn left onto Carlton Street. By turning right you will cause delays to traffic
behind you trying to exit the campus and you endanger the lives of commuters travelling along
Carlton Street.
We have taken these measures as traffic safety on our Campus is a high priority for us and for
all commuters who enter and leave our
premises at any time.
We thank you for your anticipated cooperation with this matter and any further
queries regarding traffic management
on the Campus can be directed to the
Administration Office on 4923 1800 during
office hours.
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OSHC (Prep – Year 6) and WAKC / Wrap Around Kindy Care (Kindy only)
Check out the College website for more information or contact the office.
VACATION CARE is also available right here on the College campus.
This is care that will be available over all holiday periods from
7am to 5.30pm Monday to Friday.
Book now to secure a place for your child this June/July holidays.
Please note, these services will be closed on all public holidays.

KINDERGARTEN
Kindy Possum Group have enjoyed an exciting start to Term 2. Celebrating Grandparents’
Day with a lovely craft and activity morning followed by a scrumptious morning tea catered
by the College. Then a special Mothers’ Day pamper morning where our Mums could come
and be pampered with foot spas, hand massages, makeup and a lovely morning tea.
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